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SUPPORTING THE WARFIGHTER
Established in 1982, our company entered the defense 
industry supplying precision machined components servicing 
the aerospace and missile business. The precision nature 
of our manufacturing created the infrastructure and spring 
board that resulted in the company becoming an OEM 
manufacturer in 1993 in the tactical business. We pioneered 
the introduction of laser aiming devices integrated into a 
handgun with our first US patent filed in 1993. Since then, 
Wilcox has amassed 53 patents, with 49 patents pending, 
many of which have defined the way small arms are used in 
battle today. Since our inception, Wilcox has evolved into a 
diversified global company. Wilcox is proud to specialize in 
developing and manufacturing high quality tactical products 
for the military and law enforcement agencies world wide. 
In 1996, Wilcox began developing night vision mounting 
solutions. Prior to this period in time, a helmet mounting 
solution for night vision goggles was in its infancy and inferior. 
Working closely with the Special Operations community, the 
Wilcox team devised a way of drilling holes into a combat 
helmet while maintaining the ballistic integrity. The helmet 
mount provided a solid platform for night vision goggles and 
the three-hole shroud was born. Wilcox’s team also started 
the development of ergonomically positioned, hands-free, 
stable mounts. In the 19 years since the creation of the 
first helmet mount, Wilcox’s mounting solution technology 
has evolved into a robust line of full system solutions to 

accommodate a variety of night vision goggles and helmets 
used all around the world. Wilcox continues to revolutionize 
the mounting platform, offering break-away feature that 
helps operators minimize neck injuries and protect the 
goggles during adverse night fighting operations. Over 
the last 34 years Wilcox has undergone three strategic 
facility moves, the most recent in 2005, into our current 
60,000 square foot building. Since 2005, Wilcox has 
added an additional 65,000 square feet, to our capacity 
and capabilities. Last year, Wilcox expanded again through 
FY ‘15, adding an additional 15,000 square feet. An 
additional 80,000 square feet is underway that will bring 
the total square footage to 220,000. Our engineering staff, 
technicians and fabricators, allow creation of new products 
in a fully integrated “vertical” manufacturing environment. 
Nearly every step of this process is done in-house, making 
us as efficient as possible while controlling the outcome, 
providing our customer the most durable and effective 
tactical gear possible. With 
our design tools, advanced 
prototyping and fabricating 
equipment we are able 
to provide our customers 
unmatched responsiveness, 
flexibility, reliability and total 
customer value.

James W. Teetzel
Chief Executive Officer
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PIONEERING THE WAY
Wilcox employs an innovative approach to every project it 
encounters and inspires creative solutions. The first Special 
Operations endeavor was no exception. Wilcox’s team of 
engineers devised a way of drilling holes in helmets that 
preserved the protective shell and ballistic integrity of the 
helmet. The team also created a pilot night vision goggle 
mount to free the hands of operators using this technology. 
 
In short order, Wilcox went back to the community with its 
proposed solutions to their operators’ needs. A unit forward 
deployed and tested the very first prototypes, providing 
detailed feedback based on their experiences during combat 
operations in austere environments. With the communities 
steadfast initiative and clear communication to our engineering 
team, the very first three-hole pattern NVG helmet mount 
system was born - the G01.
 
Since the first G01 helmet mount, Wilcox’s mounting solution 
technology has evolved to now be in its 4th generation. We 
pioneered the current break-away feature, helping operators 
minimize neck injury, protecting the goggles and their ability 
to sustain the fight at night. Made of lightweight aerospace 
grade metal and high strength polymer, our full line of night 
vision mounting solutions virtually eliminates wobble. We 
are so confident in the integrity and quality of our mounting 
systems we back them with a lifetime warranty. We are 
committed to integrated logistical support so you are cared 
for long after the sale.

Wilcox’s G01 was the first three-hole mounting system for 
night vision goggles on ballistic and non-ballistic helmets. 

THE G01

27 years ago a helmet mounting solution for night vision 
goggles was an unheard of concept and somewhat radical 
approach to mounting an I2 device. To date only soft head 
mounts or “Skull Crushers” were used. Elements inside 
the Special Operations Community were in search of a 
solution to effectively utilize Night Vision technology on 
various ballistic and non-ballistic head borne protection  
equipment effectively. Enter - Wilcox, a vertically integrated 
manufacturing plant in Newington, NH.
 
Helmet mounting solutions were not used because it 
was thought, at the time, that drilling holes in helmets 
compromised the function and integrity of the helmet.  
When Wilcox connected with the newly evolving 
combat systems offices and senior enlisted within the 
communities, there was confidence that Wilcox would 
provide the requested requirement and solution for their 
night vision goggle needs.
 

THE UNTOLD STORY

MANUFACTURING 
YOU CAN COUNT ON
If you are looking for precision, look no further. Wilcox’s 
manufacturing capabilities are extensive and state-of-
the-art. Housed in a 140,000 square foot facility with a 
80,000 addition underway, we are vertically integrated 
utilizing new CNC machining and turning equipment, 
injection molding and an on-site custom mold and tooling 
shop. We are an ISO 9001 certified company and we are 
proud of the standards of quality from design, production, 
assembly and testing.

PROUDLY MADE 
IN THE U.S.A.

We are proud to manufacture our products in the 
United States.  All of our products are manufactured in 
our facility in New Hampshire.  We are committed to 
this initiative because it helps us ensure a high quality 
product as well as supporting stable, quality jobs here 
in our country.  We also support “Made in America” 
with the vendors we use.  We strive to source American 
made products and services whenever possible.  This 
is not always the easiest way to do business, but at 
Wilcox, we wouldn’t have it any other way.  

It’s more than a tagline, it’s a mindset. We strategically  
consider modularity in all the products we design. Our 
engineers look at the best way to integrate a new product into 
our existing product lines so our products work in concert  to 
form full system solutions that will withstand the toughest 
mission requirements, as well as add value to the customer.

The advantage of Wilcox products is that they can be configured 
for a multitude of missions. Our signature night vision helmet 
mount line is a perfect example of this versatility. An operator 
can take a shroud and fit nearly any model of our NVG mounts 
into that shroud to accommodate any type of NVG. All of 
our products utilize a standard dovetail shoe interface as a 
connection point, including our weapon mounts, which enable 
the user to go from helmet to weapon and vice versa with ease. 
The  interchange of our products allows operators to change helmets, 
switch to a different NVG or modify a weapon system without needing 
to purchase a new system each time mission requirements change.

Our team of engineers bring an array of backgrounds and 
specialties to their work at Wilcox. The kaleidoscope of 
talents   from mechanical, electrical, and optical engineering to 
manufacturing and plastics, give Wilcox the dexterity to bring 
designs from concept to reality in a short period of time. With an 
eye for precision, our quality engineers perform extensive Mil-Spec 
testing including, but not limited to, a salt-fog chamber, hot and 
cold chamber and vibration tables. When you use a Wilcox system, 
you know you are using a complete solution you can depend on.

MODULAR BY DESIGN™

to sustain the fight at night. Made of lightweight aerospace 
grade metal and high strength polymer, our full line of night 
vision mounting solutions virtually eliminates wobble. We 
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COMBAT SYSTEMS
Wilcox has a proud heritage of innovative thinking that provides state-of-the-art technological solutions to the needs of 

our servicemen and women. We are proud to offer you Combat Systems that enhance the use of a weapon. Every 
feature of  our products were designed with you in mind. Our Combat Systems are compact. They provide laser systems and 
superior aiming control that are easy to use and built to withstand the most grueling weather and combat conditions. Our entire 
family of weapon mounts and grips are machined from aerospace grade metals to keep them light weight and hard anodized 
for durability. 
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RUGGEDIZED AIMING/ILLUMINATION DEVICE

RAID™

Introducing the next generation of aiming lasers. The RAID 
(Ruggedized Aiming/Illumination Device) offers smaller, lighter 
and superior performance. Powered by one (1) CR123 3V 
battery, the RAID features a red visible laser, infrared (IR) laser 
and variable IR illuminator all co-aligned with one windage and 
elevation adjustment. Aside from size and weight reduction, 
the RAID boasts ultimate beam clarity and uniformity aiding in 
target identification and situational awareness. An ergonomically 
located focus wheel allows on the fly adjustment of the IR 
illuminator with three power modes to adjust laser settings from 
low, medium or high power for various distances and mission 
requirements. The RAID securely mounts low-profile to 1913 
style picatinny rails using two thumb screws without interfering 
with optics or iron sights.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Compact and lightweight design offers superior performance

- Powered by one (1) CR123 3V battery

- Lasers/illuminator all co-aligned with one adjustment

- Ultimate beam clarity for target ID and situational awareness

- Variable illuminator wheel adjusts beam from flood to spot

- Red visible laser, IR laser and variable IR illuminator

- Low, medium and high power settings for various distances

- Remote port accepts SureFire® SR-D-IT switch 

- Mounts to 1913 style picatinny rails via thumb screws 

SPECIFICATIONS

POWER SOURCE:                                                       ONE (1) CR123 3V 
  
LASER OUTPUT:                                          >.7mW - 80mW

* FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SPECIFICATIONS PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

65300G01 RAID (HIGH POWER)

-BCOLORS: -T

profile to 1913 
style picatinny rails using two thumb screws without interfering 

BLACKOUT SIGHTING SYSTEM

BOSS-300™

Designed specifically for the 300 AAC blackout cartridge, 
the new BOSS-300 (Black Out Sighting System) features a 
miniature reflex sight, red visible laser, infra-red (IR) laser 
and fixed IR illuminator. The BOSS-300 is truly unique allowing 
the user to shoot both supersonic and subsonic ammunition 
with the flip of a switch-without having to re-zero the weapon. 
This is achieved by co-aligning the reflex sight to the lasers 
and illuminator which all travel on our patented trajectory 
switch. Powered by one (1) AA battery this lightweight system 
delivers repeatable accuracy you can’t find with any other 
sighting system. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS SPECIFICATIONS

POWER SOURCE:                                                                  ONE (1) AA  
 
LASER OUTPUT:                                                       >.7mW

* FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SPECIFICATIONS PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

64000G01 BOSS-300 (EYE-SAFE)

- System reduces need for multiple devices and batteries

- Powered by one (1) AA battery

- Lasers/illuminator/reflex all co-aligned with one adjustment

- Ultimate beam clarity for target ID and situational awareness

- Maintains supersonic and subsonic zero with trajectory switch

- Red visible laser, IR laser, fixed IR illuminator and reflex sight

- Reflex sight features built in back up iron sights (BUIS) 

- Adjustable laser/illuminator/reflex sight brightness settings

- Mounts to 1913 style picatinny rails via thumb screws 

-BCOLORS:
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RAPID TARGETING & RANGING MODULE

RAPTAR™

Lase it. Range it. Engage it. Our Rapid Targeting and Ranging 
module (RAPTAR) boasts a lightweight, integrated technology 
system. The RAPTAR is designed to be mounted to a wide 
variety of weapon platforms with MIL-STD 1913 RIS/RAS and 
STANAG-4694 rails. Offering an Infra-Red (IR) laser, a visible 
laser, IR Flood and laser range finder (LRF) in one compact, 
rugged, all-weather package. The RAPTAR has an optional 
upgradeable Applied Ballistics solver feature that can be added 
to the module. This feature allows compatibility with mobile 
devices so the user can input preferred load data that directly 
syncs with the RAPTAR for ballistic solutions. Adding this feature 
to the RAPTAR model system makes its features and benefits 
synonymous with that of the RAPTAR-S.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Quickly lase, range and engage targets during day or night

- Powered by one (1) CR123 3V battery

- Lasers and illuminator all co-aligned with one adjustment

- Iron sights provide visual alignment when ranging hand-held

- Variable illuminator wheel adjusts beam from flood to spot

- Red visible laser, IR laser, variable IR illuminator and LRF

- Remote pressure pad utilizes same button configuration as unit

- Adjustable laser/illuminator brightness settings

- Mounts to rail via 1/4-20 screw or provided rail segments 

SPECIFICATIONS

POWER SOURCE:                                                       ONE (1) CR123 3V 
 
LASER OUTPUT:                                          >.7mW - 80mW

* FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SPECIFICATIONS PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

57300G03 RAPTAR (HIGH POWER)

57300G04 RAPTAR (EYE-SAFE)

-BCOLORS: -LB

to the RAPTAR model system makes its features and benefits 

RAPID TARGETING & LITE MODULE

RAPTAR-LITE™

Light the way. Our Rapid Targeting and Lite module (RAPTAR-LITE) 
boasts a lightweight, integrated technology system. The RAPTAR-
LITE is designed to be mounted to a wide variety of weapon 
platforms with MIL-STD-1913 RIS/RAS and STANAG-4694 
rails. Offering an Infra-Red (IR) laser, a visible laser, IR illuminator, 
and a 300 lumen SureFire® flashlight head all in one compact, 
rugged, all-weather package. Unlike any current system in the 
field, the RAPTAR-LITE can be repaired, upgraded and expanded 
with emerging technology maintaining its edge for the life  cycle 
of the product.

FEATURES & BENEFITS SPECIFICATIONS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

57200G06 RAPTAR-LITE (HIGH POWER)

57200G10 RAPTAR-LITE (EYE-SAFE)

- All in one system reduces need for multiple devices and batteries

- Powered by one (1) CR123 3V battery

- Lasers and illuminator all co-aligned with one adjustment

- 300 lumen flashlight offers 7 adjustable output levels

- LED displays modes, menus, laser power and battery life

- Red visible laser, IR laser, variable IR illuminator and flashlight

- Remote pressure pad utilizes same button configuration as unit 

- Adjustable laser/illuminator/flashlight brightness settings

- Mounts to rail via 1/4-20 screw or provided rail segments

-BCOLORS: -LB

POWER SOURCE:                                                       ONE (1) CR123 3V 
  
LASER OUTPUT:                                          >.7mW - 80mW

* FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SPECIFICATIONS PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:
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RAPID TARGETING & RANGING MODULE

RAPTAR-S™

The RAPTAR-S is the next step in precision for extremely long 
ranges. In addition to the Infra-red (IR) laser, visible laser, IR flood 
and laser range finder (LRF) the RAPTAR-S features an Applied 
Ballistics solver. Compatible with mobile devices, users can input 
desired load data that directly syncs with RAPTAR-S for ballistic 
solutions. When paired with BAE® thermal sights or UTC SWIR 
HWH-SMS system, the RAPTAR-S provides a ballistic solution 
to the disturbed reticle for faster engagements. Whatever the 
caliber or conditions, the RAPTAR-S can calculate corrections 
with speed and efficiency, increasing first round hit capability.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Reads temperature, pressure, humidity, inclination, cant and heading

- Powered by one (1) CR123 3V battery

- Lasers and illuminator all co-aligned with one adjustment

- Iron sights provide visual alignment when ranging hand-held

- Variable illuminator wheel adjusts beam from flood to spot

- Red visible laser, IR laser, variable IR illuminator, LRF and ballistic computer

- Remote pressure pad utilizes same button configuration as unit

- Adjustable laser/illuminator brightness settings

- Mounts to rail via 1/4-20 screw or provided rail segments 

SPECIFICATIONS

POWER SOURCE:                                                       ONE (1) CR123 3V 
  
LASER OUTPUT:                                          >.7mW - 80mW

* FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SPECIFICATIONS PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

57300G01 RAPTAR-S (HIGH POWER)

57300G02 RAPTAR-S (EYE-SAFE)

COLORS: -LB

RAPID ACQUISITION AIMING MODULE

RAAM™ UGL-FCS™

Ease. Accuracy. Durability. You will get all this and more with the 
RAAM UGL-FCS. The RAAM (Rapid Acquisition Aiming Module) 
is a fire control system specifically designed for under-slung 
grenade launchers such as the M203 and can also be mounted 
and used on the stand-alone M320. The RAAM uses an internal 
ballistic computer and data from sensors and laser range finder 
to calculate the trajectory of the round. The simplicity of the 
design and selection controls makes the RAAM easy to use. The 
motorized gimbal features a visible red laser for bore sighting/
low light engagement and IR laser for nighttime. All displays dim 
and can be viewed using NVG’s. The system mounts, without the 
use of special tools, onto MIL-STD 1913 rails with the patented 
Wilcox Cam-Lock Mounting System™. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Quickly lase, range and engage targets during day or night

- Powered by two (2) CR123 3V batteries

- Motorized laser gimbal houses co-aligned visible and IR lasers

- Aimpoint® Micro T-1 Optic with 2 MOA red dot

- LED displays range to target with built in cant indicator

- Red visible laser, IR laser, LRF and ballistic computer 

- Remote pressure pad utilizes same button configuration as unit

- Programmable ammo selection stores up to 12 round profiles

- Mounts to rail via patented Cam-Lock Mounting System™

SPECIFICATIONS

POWER SOURCE:                                                      TWO (2) CR123 3V 
 
LASER OUTPUT:                                          >.7mW - 80mW

* FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SPECIFICATIONS PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

46900G01 RAAM (HIGH POWER) 1260-01-596-184

46900G02 RAAM (EYE-SAFE)

-BCOLORS:

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

- OLED display outputs ballistic solution in MIL, MOA, INCHES & ACOG

- Programmable rifle selection stores up to 12 rifle and ammo profiles
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DYNAMIC ENGAGEMENT UNIVERSAL SOLUTION

DEUS™ / DEUS-R™

The Dynamic Engagement Universal Solution (DEUS) is a long 
range sighting system for the M2 .50 BMG, that utilizes a camera 
and Weapon Video Display™ to view the output of a daytime sight 
or thermal camera. The entire system is composed of COTS 
items from BAE® and Trijicon®, but can work with many other 
thermals or day optics as well. 

The DEUS-R Utilizes an optional Gunners Perspective™ Recording 
Module and battery that can be mounted to the system allowing 
the operator to record everything viewed through the camera 
and Weapon Video Display™. Current users of the Wilcox MHRS™

can also integrate existing inventories of recording modules and 
battery assemblies. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- BAE® thermal sight provides clear targeting in smoke, dust and fog

- WVD projects day/thermal camera for rapid target acquisition

- Eye cup camera captures POV through ACOG and displays on WVD

- Eye cup camera pivots to the side when not in use

- Rail extensions allow for mounting recoding devices or LRF 

- Trijicon® fiberoptic ACOG 6X48-50 long range day sight 

- Does not impede function or operation of the weapon system

- Pivoting screen allows engagement from cover without exposure 

- Increases overall situational awareness on the battlefield 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

42100G03 DEUS

42100G04 DEUS-R

-BCOLORS:

Eye cup camera captures POV through ACOG and displays on WVD

WEAPON VIDEO DISPLAY

WVD™

The Wilcox Weapon Video Display (WVD™) is a modular thermal and 
camera reflex sighting system that mounts to the MIL-STD-1913 
Rail Interface of a weapon by means of a dual Cam-Lock™ mounting 
system. This system provides thermal image output to an LCD 
display for close quarter battle (CQB) capability. A Thermal Reflex 
Sight™ allows for nighttime thermal viewing of targets. A Side View 
Camera Module that mounts to either side of the rail provides 
viewing of potential targets and obstacles around corners.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Custom cross-hair colors, shape, sizes & brightness settings

- Control panel allows cross-hair to be boresighted to weapon

- Digital 2X multiply white hot/black hot display

- Dual cam-lock™ mounting system allows fast and secure  mounting

- Video out port provides external video feed to third party devices

- Display settings can quickly be changed “on the fly”  

- 2 video in ports provide choice of optional camera inputs

SPECIFICATIONS

POWER SOURCE:                                 TWO (2) CR123 3V  (CQB MODEL) 
                                                       FOUR (4) AA  (CREW SERVE MODEL)

* FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SPECIFICATIONS PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

35600G01 WVD CQB MODEL

35600G04 WVD CREW SERVE MODEL

-BCOLORS:

BLACK HOT DISPLAYWHITE HOT DISPLAY

CQB MODEL

CREW SERVE MODEL
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FLIP TO SIDE WEAPON MOUNT

AIMPOINT® MOUNT

The Aimpoint flip mount provides rock solid mounting options 
for Aimpoint 3X magnifiers. Reliable like our field proven NVG 
mounts, the flip mount utilizes our standard dovetail shoe 
interface system for quick attachment or detachment of the 
magnifier without having to remove the flip mount from your 
weapon.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

61100G14 AIMPOINT MOUNT (RH)

61100G15 AIMPOINT MOUNT (LH)

-BCOLORS:

FLIP TO SIDE WEAPON MOUNT

EOTECH® MOUNT

The EOTech flip mount provides rock solid mounting options for 
EOTech 3X magnifiers. The flip mount attaches to 1913 style 
picatinny rails with two thumb screws for easy attachment and 
removal without the use of tools.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                          4.0 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                        2.5” L x 2.25” W x 1.0” H

FLIP DIRECTION:                                                    LEFT OR RIGHT AVAILABLE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

61100G01 EOTECH MOUNT (RH)

61100G16 EOTECH MOUNT (LH)

-BCOLORS:

*EOtech 3X magnifier not included

FLIP TO SIDE WEAPON MOUNT

SKEETIR®x / UTM® MOUNT

The SkeetIR x/UTM  flip mount allows mounting of a BAE thermal 
device. The flip mount attaches to 1913 style picatinny rails with two 
thumb screws for easy attachment and removal without the use of 
tools, and features a lock release lever to actuate the flip mechanism.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                          3.4 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                       2.5” L x 2.25” W x 1.0” H

FLIP DIRECTION:                                                                          LEFT ONLY

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

55900G03 SKEETIRx/UTM MOUNT (LH)

55801G01 SKEETIRx SHOE INTERFACE

55901G01 UTM SHOE INTERFACE

-BCOLORS:

tools, and features a lock release lever to actuate the flip mechanism.

*Skeetirx/UTM thermal not included

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                          4.8 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                        2.5” L x 2.25” W x 1.0” H

FLIP DIRECTION:                                                    LEFT OR RIGHT AVAILABLE

*Aimpoint 3X magnifier not included

FLIP TO SIDE WEAPON MOUNT

MINI N-SEAS MOUNT

The Mini N-SEAS Flip Mount is modular allowing the operator 
to quickly transition their NVG from helmet to weapon. The flip 
mount attaches to 1913 style picatinny rails with two thumb 
screws for easy attachment and removal without the use of tools.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                          4.8 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                       2.5” L x 2.25” W x 1.0” H

FLIP DIRECTION:                                                    LEFT OR RIGHT AVAILABLE

*MINI N-SEAS NVG not included

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

55900G04 MINI N-SEAS MOUNT (RH)

55900G01 MINI N-SEAS SHOE INTERFACE

-BCOLORS:

STOWEDOPERATIONAL

magnifier without having to remove the flip mount from your 
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FULL SIZE VERTICAL WEAPON GRIP

STEADY GRIP

Featuring a polymer ribbed sleeve to prevent loss of control 
during weapon fire, our full size grips give the operator a 
secure hand hold. The fixed steady grip offers a removable 
bipod that extends at the push of a button. An optional 
storage compartment is available and threads easily in 
place of the removable bipod to provide storage of two 
123A batteries.

FULL SIZE VERTICAL WEAPON GRIP (FOLDING)

PARA GRIP

Including all of the features as the steady grip, the para 
grip offers the same secure hand hold with the versatility of 
position. At the touch of a button, the para grip quickly folds 
flush under the rail when not in use.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT                 (BIPOD/BATTERY)                                                                                         

STEADY:                                                                           6.72 oz/5.12 oz
PARA:                                                                            10.14 oz/6.72 oz

DIMENSIONS          COLLAPSED

STEADY:                                   6.0” L x 1.5” W
PARA:                                                6.6” L x 1.5” W

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

46200G01 STEADY W/BIPOD

46200G04 STEADY W/BATTERY HOLDER

46200G02 PARA W/BIPOD

46200G03 PARA W/BATTER HOLDER

-BCOLORS:

STUBBY VERTICAL WEAPON GRIP

STUBBY STEADY GRIP

A compact version of its predecessor, the new stubby grip is 
exactly as the name implies, half the size. Without compromising 
quality and durability, we offer you the new streamlined stubby 
grip. Perfect for personal defense weapons (PDW) used in 
clandestine operations, the grip comes in both a fixed steady 
model as well as a folding para model.

STUBBY VERTICAL WEAPON GRIP (FOLDING)

STUBBY PARA GRIP

The para grip features a hinge that allows the grip to fold up 
streamlining the profile along the rail and eliminating the need 
for removal during storage. Our family of grips are made of 
aerospace aluminum to assure dependable use during extreme 
operational and environmental conditions.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

46200G05 STUBBY STEADY GRIP

46200G06 STUBBY PARA GRIP

-BCOLORS:

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT                                                            

STEADY:                                                                                        3.92 oz
PARA:                                                                                           6.56 oz

DIMENSIONS         

STEADY:                                 3.25” L x 1.5” W
PARA:                                                4.0” L x 1.5” W
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HAHO NAVIGATION SYSTEM (VERTICAL)

HEATED PARACHUTIST 
NAVIGATION BOARD

To meet the needs of the HAHO Parachutist when conducting 
operations at extremely high altitude or in cold conditions, 
Wilcox has developed the Parachutist Navigation Board 
(heated). This lightweight articulating platform features a heated 
GPS/PDA compartment with a hinged top cover assembly, 
back-lit wet compass and a back-lit heated MA-12 military 
altimeter. Additionally, the navigation board features a multi-
angle articulating back plate and hinge system that allows the 
parachutist to deploy the navigation board once safely under 
parachute canopy. The back plate is designed to allow the unit 
to be worn with a molle vest, plate carrier or secured with the 
waist band of the parachute harness. 

InHg ALTIMETER

mBAR ALTIMETER

DIMENSIONS:                                               9.75” L x 8.25” W x 3.0” H

WEIGHT:                                                                                 34.9 OZ

ALTIMETER:                          ALTI-2 HEATED MA-12 MILITARY ALTIMETER

POWER SOURCE:                                            TWO (2) 123A BATTERIES

SPECIFICATIONS

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28000G03 InHg ALTIMETER

28000G04 mBAR ALTIMETER

-BCOLORS:

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Articulating board design ensures proper adjustment angle

- Heated GPS/PDA compartment for extreme temperatures

- Wet compass with illuminated back-light for night operation

- Oversized knobs and switches for ease of use with gloves  

- Digital MA-12 altimeter provides precise altitude reading

- USB rechargeable altimeter accurate up to 40,000 feet

- Back-lit LCD display with large easy to read numbers  

- Alti-2 heated MA-12 Digital Military Altimeter

HAHO NAVIGATION SYSTEM (HORIZONTAL)

HEATED PARACHUTIST 
NAVIGATION BOARD

To meet the needs of the HAHO Parachutist when conducting 
operations at extremely high altitude or in cold conditions, 
Wilcox has developed the Parachutist Navigation Board 
(heated). This lightweight articulating platform features a heated 
GPS/PDA compartment with a hinged top cover assembly, 
back-lit wet compass and a back-lit heated MA-12 military 
altimeter. Additionally, the navigation board features a multi-
angle articulating back plate and hinge system that allows the 
parachutist to deploy the navigation board once safely under 
parachute canopy. The back plate is designed to allow the unit 
to be worn with a molle vest, plate carrier or secured with the 
waist band of the parachute harness. 

InHg ALTIMETER

DIMENSIONS:                                               9.75” L x 8.25” W x 3.0” H

WEIGHT:                                                                                 34.9 OZ

ALTIMETER:                          ALTI-2 HEATED MA-12 MILITARY ALTIMETER

POWER SOURCE:                                            TWO (2) 123A BATTERIES

SPECIFICATIONS

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28000G05 mBAR ALTIMETER

28000G06 InHg ALTIMETER

-BCOLORS:

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Articulating board design ensures proper adjustment angle

- Heated GPS/PDA compartment for extreme temperatures

- Wet compass with illuminated back-light for night operation

- Oversized knobs and switches for ease of use with gloves  

- Digital MA-12 altimeter provides precise altitude reading

- USB rechargeable altimeter accurate up to 40,000 feet

- Back-lit LCD display with large easy to read numbers  

- Alti-2 heated MA-12 Digital Military Altimeter

To meet the needs of the HAHO Parachutist when conducting 
operations at extremely high altitude or in cold conditions, 
Wilcox has developed the Parachutist Navigation Board 
(heated). This lightweight articulating platform features a heated 
GPS/PDA compartment with a hinged top cover assembly, 

12 military 
altimeter. Additionally, the navigation board features a multi-
angle articulating back plate and hinge system that allows the 
parachutist to deploy the navigation board once safely under 
parachute canopy. The back plate is designed to allow the unit 
to be worn with a molle vest, plate carrier or secured with the 

InHg ALTIMETER

mBAR ALTIMETER
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NIGHT VISION
MOUNTING SYSTEMS
Wilcox is the pioneer in the field of night vision mounting technology. We are proud to offer you full system solutions that are known 

for the quality, ruggedness and durability that will withstand the most grueling mission requirements. If you use a Wilcox shoe, 
shroud and NVG mount from our night vision mounting systems line, we guarantee a rock solid mounting system that virtually eliminates 
wobble. What sets Wilcox’s NVG mounts above the rest includes features like a break away feature to minimize neck injury, aerospace 
grade metal with hard anodized coatings to maximize strength and several adjustment points to ensure a precise fit. We specialize in 
a holistic systems approach to what we offer and strive to set new industry standards in quality and workmanship, providing you the 
toughest, most effective tactical gear you need to do your job without compromise. We guarantee it. Mount up™. 

MODULAR BY DESIGN™ 22
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MOUNT UP™ 
COMPATIBILITY
CHART

MOUNT UP
COMPATIBILITY
CHART
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Wilcox is proud to be the pioneer in 
mounting technology, creating full 
system solutions for night vision and 
thermal devices.  

From our signature G24 mount to the 
new AERONOX™ Aviation Mount, our 
innovation gives you the tools to do 
your job with maximum effectiveness 
while maintaining the quality and 
workmanship you expect from the 
Wilcox name.

Do you have a night vision goggle and 
need to know which of our mounts 
is compatible?  Look no further.  We 
have created an easy reference guide 
to help walk you through our mounts 
and which devices and accessories 
are needed for optimal use.

LOOK NO FURTHER!

- COMPATIBLE AS IS - REQUIRES ADDITIONAL KIT
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AN ENGINEERED 
SYSTEM

In order for any company to offer a life time warranty, it 
has to be confident in its design. Before Wilcox brings 
a product to market, we first ask, can we engineer and 
innovate a solution or improve a product that will have 
a profound impact on the soldier? What environmental 
conditions it can be subjected to? Lets take a look behind 
the scenes at our rigorous quality control testing.

How can Wilcox offer a life time guarantee on our helmet mounts, you ask? We are proud of the science we have developed 
that goes into creating our mounts and the life cycle testing is no exception. Our machine cycles our mounts to make sure  
they operate with unprecedented reliability. Each newly designed precision mechanism is cycled over 1 million times - that’s 
quality and engineering you can count on.

LIFE CYCLE TESTING

CONFIDENCE THROUGH QUALITY

The three hole shroud was invented by Wilcox. It was 
originally developed to accommodate all of the different 
types of helmets that existed in the 80’s and 90’s before 
the MICH program began in 2000. Bending the three 
ears of the shroud offered a universal platform for 
mounting devices to a helmet. It was only natural that 
once the US Government defined a standard four outer 
shell geometry that a secure low profile snag free design 
would follow. Our line is the most cost effective solution in 
the market place today. It is the foundation of our system.

Our engineering and precision manufacturing is how we are able to offer 
you a lifetime warranty on such a complex system. There are seven moving 
precision mechanism features in every mount. The confidence we have 
in our manufacturing process allows us to consistently produce products 
that will exceed your expectation with virtually no excess movement.

The operations between the shoe and the mount’s receiver is critical. The 
distinctive “click” that you hear, indicates that the shoe is firmly connected 
to the mount. Using shrouds and shoes made by other manufacturers will 
not assure the stability you would experience with our full system solutions.

1

3. SHROUD

1. HELMET

4. MOUNT

2. SKULL LOCK™

5. SHOE

Adaptive vision allows us to own the night. Without sensors and a stable platform to hold a night vision goggle in place, adverse 
conditions can develop, often compromising the very reason for its existence. The defense industry is complex. As a soldier 
you have many choices of equipment to buy. By understanding how each component interacts with the other, you can make 
an informed decision buying the right equipment for your operational needs. Broken down by components, illustrating the 
importance of how our component needs the other, for the system to be stable and functional. One component does not work 
without the other. Need something? Call us or visit our website. We are here to help before, during and after the sale.

THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE SYSTEM

4

3

SALT FOG

Do your missions require maritime 
operation? Our products endure 
rigorous salt fog testing to be 
sure our products stand up to the 
test of any extreme environmental 
exposure without risk of rusting 
or degrading its performance. Our 
qualification process takes place 
over the course of 96 hours in a 
salt fog tank - per MIL-STD-810. 
You know that when you buy a 
Wilcox product it will stand up to 
any environmental conditions.

If our product can stand up to 
the temperature chamber with 
temperatures  ranging -94° F to 
392° F (70° C to plus 200° C), 
you can rest assured that even the 
most grueling mission requirements 
won’t compromise the integrity or 
performance of our products. This 
kind of extreme temperature testing 
can detect failures before any product 
enters the field. With such rigorous 
testing, you can be sure a Wilcox 
product will work - every time.

TEMPERATURE CHAMBER

A combination of water and air 
pressure in our immersion pressure 
tank makes sure your Wilcox product 
can withstand the trials of a deep water 
mission environment. These tests 
simulate a diver at any given depth and 
pressure and pushes the limits of the 
air tight seal assemblies to guarantee 
no water or dust can invade the interior 
and compromise the product. We push 
our products to their limits to make 
sure that you can count on us in any 
conditions your mission requires.
 

IMMERSION TANK

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING

Helmets are made by a variety of manufacturers. 
The performance of a helmet is tightly regulated by 
the National Institute of Justice (NIJ). They are the 
evaluation agency for the US government to test the 
ballistic and impact characteristics of a productive 
helmet. For predictable performance invest in an NIJ 
tested helmet.

Without a secure fit of the helmet to the skull it would not support the 
weight and forces subjected to helmet in adverse military operations. 
Any suspension and liner design that allows the soldier to quickly 
adjust  for optimal comfort and customized fit is essential in order to 
maintain stability. Making the helmet one with your skull is key to the 
overall stability needs for the system and is often overlooked.

2

5
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NIGHT VISION GOGGLE SHROUD

RATCHET STRAP SHROUD

The ratchet strap shroud mounts onto any standard MICH/ACH and 
PASGT/RBR style helmet drilled with a one-hole or no-hole pattern. 
This shroud offers a front and back bracket to ensure a secure fit of 
the NVG mount with the flexibility to transfer between helmet styles. 
The ratchet strap has a superior cinching mechanism that will not 
loosen or release over time. Available with or without a NVG lanyard, 
this shroud is made of aerospace grade metal and molded polymer. 

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: (WITH LANYARD)                                                                 4.4 oz

HOLE PATTERN:                                                          NO-HOLE / ONE-HOLE

ACCEPTS LANYARD:                                                                             YES

NIGHT VISION GOGGLE SHROUD

ONE-HOLE SHROUD

Compatible with any standard MICH/ACH and PASGT/RBR style 
helmet drilled with a single-hole pattern, the one-hole Army shroud 
features a front bracket to ensure a secure fit for the NVG mount 
and goggles. Available with or without a NVG lanyard, this shroud is 
made of aerospace grade metal and molded polymer. The Wilcox  
shroud is type classified and approved for U.S. Army use.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: (WITH LANYARD)                                                               2.24 oz

HOLE PATTERN:                                                                           ONE-HOLE

ACCEPTS LANYARD:                                                                             YES

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

56100G01 RATCHET STRAP SHROUD WITH LANYARD (MICH/ACH)
56100G02 RATCHET STRAP SHROUD (MICH/ACH)
56100G13 RATCHET STRAP SHROUD WITH LANYARD (PASGT/RBR)
56100G15 RATCHET STRAP SHROUD (PASGT/RBR)

-B -TCOLORS:

MOUNT COMPATIBILITY

*DPAM and GSGM mounts require interface plate adapter sold 
separately. 

- Compatible with the full line of Wilcox L4 series NVG mounts

MOUNT COMPATIBILITY

*DPAM and GSGM mounts require interface plate adapter sold 
separately. 

- Compatible with the full line of Wilcox L4 series NVG mounts

PASGT/RBR

MICH/ACH

HOLE

ACCEPTS LANYARD:                                                                             YES

PASGT/RBR

MICH/ACH

-B -TCOLORS:

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

56100G03 ONE-HOLE SHROUD WITH LANYARD (MICH/ACH) BLACK 5855-01-593-7049
TAN     5855-01-593-7377

56100G04 ONE-HOLE SHROUD (MICH/ACH)
56100G14 ONE-HOLE SHROUD WITH LANYARD (PASGT/RBR)
56100G10 ONE-HOLE SHROUD (PASGT/RBR)
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NIGHT VISION GOGGLE SHROUD

THREE-HOLE SHROUD

Our three-hole shroud with fits Ops-Core, MICH/ACH and Crye 
AirFrame style helmets that are drilled with the standard three-
hole pattern. Manufactured with light weight aerospace grade 
metal and polymer, when used with the full system of Wilcox 
NVG products, provides a solid system virtually eliminating 
wobble. The three-hole shrouds are available in black, tan, green 
or foliage, available with and without the lanyard assembly.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: (WITH LANYARD)                                                                 1.6 oz

HOLE PATTERN:                                                                        THREE-HOLE

ACCEPTS LANYARD:                                                                             YES

MOUNT COMPATIBILITY

*DPAM and GSGM mounts require interface plate adapter sold 
separately. 

- Compatible with the full line of Wilcox L4 series NVG mounts

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

56100G35 THREE-HOLE SHROUD WITH LANYARD BLACK 5855-01-617-1935 
TAN     5855-01-617-1980

56100G34 THREE-HOLE SHROUD BLACK 5855-01-610-9318
TAN     5855-01-610-9315

-B -TCOLORS: -G -F

ONE/THREE-HOLE NIGHT VISION GOGGLE SHROUD

HYBRID SHROUD

True to its name, the hybrid shroud offers the user versatility. This 
revolutionary shroud allows for one or three-hole mounting capability 
to an ACH/MICH or ECH helmet. Manufactured out of light weight, 
aerospace grade metal and polymer, this shroud offers a solid 
attachment for the Wilcox line of NVG mounts, virtually eliminating 
wobble. Available with or without lanyard, our hybrid shroud pays for 
itself by ensuring a secure fit for all your NVG needs.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: (WITH LANYARD)                                                                 1.6 oz

HOLE PATTERN:                                                                ONE/THREE-HOLE

ACCEPTS LANYARD:                                                                             YES

MOUNT COMPATIBILITY

*DPAM and GSGM mounts require interface plate adapter sold 
separately. 

- Compatible with the full line of Wilcox L4 series NVG mounts

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

56100G39 HYBRID SHROUD WITH LANYARD
56100G38 HYBRID SHROUD

-B -TCOLORS:

ONE OR THREE-HOLE 
COMPATIBLE
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THREE-HOLE NIGHT VISION GOGGLE SHROUD

LO-PRO RAIL SHROUD

The new Lo-Pro Rail Shroud provides additional AFT adjustment for 
ANVIS style NVGs. The Lo-Pro shroud improves eye relief bringing 
goggles mounted on our DPAM, GSGM and G24R mounts with 
rail interfaces closer to your eyes. Our three hole shroud with NVG 
retention lanyard fits Team Wendy, Ops-Core, MICH/ACH and 
Crye AirFrame helmets. Backed by our lifetime warranty and built 
with aerospace grade aluminum, this shroud offers the low profile, 
lightweight and durability you expect from the Wilcox name.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: (WITH LANYARD)                                                                 1.6 oz

HOLE PATTERN:                                                                        THREE-HOLE

ACCEPTS LANYARD:                                                                             YES

MOUNT COMPATIBILITY

Pro Rail Shroud provides additional AFT adjustment for 
Pro shroud improves eye relief bringing 

goggles mounted on our DPAM, GSGM and G24R mounts with 
rail interfaces closer to your eyes. Our three hole shroud with NVG 

Core, MICH/ACH and 
Crye AirFrame helmets. Backed by our lifetime warranty and built 
with aerospace grade aluminum, this shroud offers the low profile, 
lightweight and durability you expect from the Wilcox name.

WEIGHT: (WITH LANYARD)                                                                 1.6 oz

HOLE PATTERN:                                                                        THREE HOLE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

62114G01 LO-PRO RAIL SHROUD & LANYARD

-B -TCOLORS:

- DPAM (DUAL POWERED AVIATION MOUNT)

- GSGM (GROUND SPEC GOGGLE MOUNT)

- G24R (G24 RAIL MOUNT)

EXTREMELY LOW 
PROFILE DESIGN

ADAPTER FOR DPAM,GSGM & G24R MOUNTS

INTERFACE PLATE

The interface plate is yet another component of Wilcox’s line 
of full system solutions allowing the DPAM, GSGM and G24R 
to securely lock into our entire line of shrouds, giving you 
the ability to swap mounts between helmets without having 
to remove the shroud. The interface plate is compatible with 
all Wilcox Shrouds.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                          0.6 oz

MOUNT COMPATIBILITY

- DPAM (DUAL POWERED AVIATION MOUNT)

- GSGM (GROUND SPEC GOGGLE MOUNT)

- G24R (G24 RAIL MOUNT)

WEIGHT:                                                                                          0.6 ozWEIGHT:                                                                                          0.6 ozWEIGHT:                                                                                          0.6 oz

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

62113G01 INTERFACE PLATE

-B -TCOLORS:
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NVG SOFT HEAD HARNESS

SKULL LOCK™ 
HEAD MOUNT-LITE

Our Skull Lock™ Head Mount-Lite is lightweight, lo-profile, and lo-vis comprised 
entirely of fabric, lending comfort and versatility to usage and storage. This 
system accommodates the complete line of Wilcox NVG mounts offering 
you the versatility of a helmet mounting solution without the added weight of 
a ballistic helmet. A padded velcro cap design allows attachment of patches 
and strobes and also utilizes their removable battery pouch that stores a 
battery pack or counterweight system for NVG weight distribution. The 
Team Wendy CAM-FIT™ Retention System is completely adjustable and 
conforms to your head with the turn of the Boa® dial. When not in use, the 
system can easily be folded and placed into a cargo pocket or pack. 

SPECIFICATIONS

MOUNT COMPATIBILITY

you the versatility of a helmet mounting solution without the added weight of 
a ballistic helmet. A padded velcro cap design allows attachment of patches 
and strobes and also utilizes their removable battery pouch that stores a 
battery pack or counterweight system for NVG weight distribution. The 

 Retention System is completely adjustable and 
 dial. When not in use, the 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

26000G05 SKULL LOCK HEAD MOUNT-LITE SMALL

26000G06 SKULL LOCK HEAD MOUNT-LITE LARGE

*DPAM and GSGM mounts require interface plate adapter sold 
separately. 

- Compatible with the full line of Wilcox L4 series NVG mounts

WEIGHT:                                                                                             7.3 oz

SIZING:                                  SMALL - 7.25” OR LESS / LARGE- 7.25 OR MORE

-BCOLORS:

NVG HEAD HARNESS

SKULL LOCK™ 
HEAD MOUNT

No need for a helmet? No problem!  Wilcox has your night vision needs 
covered with our Skull Lock™ head mounting system. The harness fully 
integrates with the complete L4 line of NVG mounts offering you the 
versatility of a helmet mounting solution without the added weight of 
a ballistic helmet. The head mount has a firm frame to provide added 
stability. The system features a weight storage basket on the back that 
accommodates counterweights to provide NVG weight distribution. To 
prevent the loss of NVGs, the Wilcox NVG lanyard is part of this full 
system solution. Wilcox is pleased to offer this harness with custom 
Team Wendy® comfort pads and CAM-FIT™ Retention System that 
conforms to your head with the turn of the Boa® dial.

SPECIFICATIONS

MOUNT COMPATIBILITY

*DPAM and GSGM mounts require interface plate adapter sold 
separately. 

- Compatible with the full line of Wilcox L4 series NVG mounts

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

26000G02 SKULL LOCK HEAD MOUNT

-BCOLORS:

WEIGHT:                                                                                           10.8 oz

MATERIAL:                            AEROSPACE GRADE METAL, NYLON AND POLYMER
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WEIGHT:                                                                         3.8 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                  2.3” L X 2.7” W X 3.8” H

VERTICAL ADJUSTMENT:                                                                 1.3

NIGHT VISION GOGGLE MOUNT

AERONOX™ MOUNT

The AERONOX NVG Mount sets the standard in aviation NVG 
mounting. This lightweight reinforced system provides reliable 
operation under the toughest conditions. Its modular design is 
easily repairable which further reduces costs over the products 
lifetime. Compatible with a variety of both flight and ground style 
helmets, this mount is second to none.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

-BCOLORS:

The AERONOX NVG Mount sets the standard in aviation NVG 
mounting. This lightweight reinforced system provides reliable 
operation under the toughest conditions. Its modular design is 
easily repairable which further reduces costs over the products 
lifetime. Compatible with a variety of both flight and ground style 

- Low profile connector accepts AERONOX/legacy power supplies

- Increased vertical adjustment to accommodate various helmet styles

- Reinforced carriage prevents critical failure during strenuous use

- NVG release button allows goggle to be stowed while not in use

- LBI (low battery indicator) alerts user of low battery life from power supply

- Retractable lanyard with breakaway feature prevents loss of NVG  

- QD/universal interface provides secure attachment to air & ground helmets

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

62108G01 AERONOX MOUNT ONLY

62108G00 AERONOX MOUNT, BATTERY PACK & VELCRO PLATE (COMPLETE KIT)

EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED THROUGH:

SPECIFICATIONS

-BCOLORS:

-BCOLORS:

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT (WITHOUT BATTERIES):                                           4.0 oz

MATERIAL:                               HIGH STRENGTH POLYMER / ALUMINUM

DIMENSIONS:                                                 4.2” L x .75” W x 2.62” H                                   

POWER SOURCE:                                                                             AA

POWER REQUIREMENT / CAPACITY                TWO (2) AA / FOUR (4) AA

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

62108G23 AERONOX GROUND INTERFACE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

62108G10 AERONOX BATTERY PACK & VELCRO PLATE ONLY

MODULAR & REPAIRABLE POWER SUPPLY

AERONOX™ 
BATTERY PACK

The AERONOX Battery Pack provides the most advanced solution 
to powering aviation night vision systems. The low profile, 
lightweight design is perfect for reducing user strain over extended 
duration. Made entirely of reinforced molded polymer, the pack is 
strong enough to withstand the toughest mission environments. 
Should damage occur, it’s modular design is completely repairable 
further reducing costs over the product’s lifetime.

INTERFACE PLATE FOR GROUND HELMETS

AERONOX™ 
GROUND INTERFACE

The AERONOX Ground Interface allows NVG mounts with the 4 
pin QD configuration to be mounted to a ground style helmet. 
Compatible with all one and three-hole shroud interfaces.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Metal latches provide fast and secure access to battery channels

- Molded mounting points allow attachment of included counterweights

- Lemo connector provides power to AERONOX/legacy NVG mounts

- Drop in battery channels eliminate the need for battery trays

- LBI (low battery indicator) alerts user of low battery life from power supply

- Recessed toggle switch utilizes traditional “ON - OFF - ON” modes  

- Compatible with hook and loop as well as dovetail mounting interfaces

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                         2.4 oz
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DUAL POWERED AVIATION MOUNT

DPAM™ MOUNT

Wilcox is known for innovation and the Dual Powered Aviation 
Mount (DPAM™) is no exception. Designed with aviators and 
crewmen in mind, the DPAM mount integrates into a flight 
helmet using external batteries, preserving battery life when the 
goggles are flipped up into a stowed position, giving the operator 
up to eight hours of use. This revolutionary aviator mount lets you 
know when the battery is low with an indicator light, eliminating 
the need for a snap on battery pack. The power mode feature 
allows the operator to select between the internal and external 
power supply on the fly without removing the helmet

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Internal power supply provides up to 8 hours of runtime

- Compatible with AERONOX/legacy external power supplies

- Underside features in-view low battery indicator (LBI) light

- NVG release button allows goggle to be stowed while not in use

- Compatible with both flight and ground style helmets

- ANVIS mounting interface secures NVG’s 

- Lifetime warranty on mount, one year on electrical  components

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

62101G02 DPAM MOUNT ONLY

-B -TCOLORS:

WEIGHT:                                                                                  4.38 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                             2.79” L x 2.47” W x 2.33” H

INTERNAL POWER SOURCE:                           ONE (1) 123A 3V BATTERY

RUNTIME:                                                                    UP TO 8 HOURS

FORE/AFT TRAVEL:                                                                        N/A

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:                                                                   .90”

G06 KIT
DPAM & UNIVERSAL SHROUD 

FULL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS 

DPAM™ MOUNT KITS
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G04 KIT
DPAM, INTERFACE PLATE, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD 

G05 KIT
DPAM, INTERFACE PLATE, HYBRID SHROUD & LANYARD

G18 KIT
DPAM, LO-PRO SHROUD & LANYARD

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

62100G04 DPAM, INTERFACE PLATE, THREE-HOLE SHROUD, & LANYARD

62100G05 DPAM, INTERFACE PLATE, HYBRID SHROUD, & LANYARD

62100G18 DPAM, LO-PRO SHROUD, & LANYARD

62100G06 DPAM & UNIVERSAL SHROUD

62100G07 DPAM & QUICK RELEASE SHROUD

G07 KIT
DPAM & QUICK RELEASE SHROUD 

-B -TCOLORS:
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GROUND SPEC GOGGLE MOUNT

GSGM™ MOUNT

The Ground Spec Goggle Mount (GSGM) integrates the existing 
Army mounting capabilities of the GPNVG-18, F4949, F5050 
and FGS NVG’s for use on a ballistic or non-ballistic helmet. The 
GSGM features an onboard battery compartment that allows 
the operator to alternate between an external battery pack 
or utilize internal power from the mount. The ANVIS interface 
provides the operator the versatility for NVG adjustment to 
ensure proper goggle positioning with the reliability you trust 
from a Wilcox system.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Internal power supply provides up to 8 hours of runtime

- Compatible with AERONOX/legacy external power supplies

- Switchgaurd prevents unwanted snagging of power switch

- NVG release button allows goggle to be stowed while not in use

- Adaptable to a wide variety of helmets and shrouds.

- ANVIS mounting interface secures NVGs 

- Lifetime warranty on mount, one year on electrical  components

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

62101G01 GSGM MOUNT ONLY

-B -TCOLORS:

WEIGHT:                                                                                  4.38 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                             2.79” L x 2.47” W x 2.33” H

INTERNAL POWER SOURCE:                           ONE (1) 123A 3V BATTERY

RUNTIME:                                                                    UP TO 8 HOURS

FORE/AFT TRAVEL:                                                                        N/A

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:                                                                   .90”

FULL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS 

GSGM™ MOUNT KITS

G01 KIT
GSGM & FOUR-HOLE SHROUD (AIRFRAME)

G02 KIT
GSGM & FOUR-HOLE SHROUD (OPS-CORE, MICH/ACH)

G09 KIT
GSGM, INTERFACE PLATE, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD 

G10 KIT
GSGM, INTERFACE PLATE, HYBRID SHROUD & LANYARD

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

62100G01 GSGM & FOUR-HOLE SHROUD (AIRFRAME)

62100G02 GSGM & FOUR-HOLE SHROUD (OPS-CORE, MICH/ACH)

62100G09 GSGM, INTERFACE PLATE, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD

62100G10 GSGM, INTERFACE PLATE, HYBRID SHROUD & LANYARD

62100G21 GSGM, LO-PRO SHROUD & LANYARD

62100G08 GSGM, G24R, (2) LO-PRO SHROUDS & LANYARDS

-B -TCOLORS:

GSGM, LO-PRO SHROUD & LANYARD

G01 KIT
HOLE SHROUD (AIRFRAME)

HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD GSGM, INTERFACE PLATE, HYBRID SHROUD & LANYARD

G21 KIT
PRO SHROUD & LANYARD GSGM, G24R, (2) LO-PRO SHROUDS & LANYARDS

G08 DUAL MOUNT KIT
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NIGHT VISION GOGGLE MOUNT

G24 MOUNT

Wilcox leads the night vision goggle industry offering the G24 
low profile breakaway mount, offering universal goggle mounting 
solutions. The G24 has been field tested by operators and 
fine-tuned from their hands on experience with our product. 
Pioneering the “break away” feature, this mount disconnects 
from the base under stress reducing the potential for neck 
injury of the operator. This mount can be summarized in one 
word - quality. From the superior finish, attention to design and 
function as well as being backed by our lifetime warranty, the 
G24 mount is your “go to” for night vision goggles.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Breakaway feature reduces the risk of neck injury

- Ergonomical adjustments allow for one handed operation

- Maintains a very low-profile on the helmet

- Rail interface & extended models available (see page 43)

- Developed & battle proven by U.S. & NATO SOF

- Dovetail shoe interface securely locks NVG’s into place 

- Backed by Wilcox’s lifetime warranty

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28300G24 G24 MOUNT ONLY BLACK 5855-01-593-6422
TAN     5855-01-593-6375

-B -TCOLORS:

WEIGHT:                                                                                  5.67 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                             3.98” L x 2.60” W x 2.40” H 

INTERNAL POWER SOURCE:                                                           N/A

RUNTIME:                                                                                     N/A 

FORE/AFT TRAVEL:                                                                      1.10”

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:                                                                   .90”

SPECIFICATIONS

FULL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS 

G24 MOUNT KITS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28300G42 G24, RATCHET STRAP SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

28300G53 G24, RATCHET STRAP SHROUD & LANYARD (PASGT/RBR)

28300G37 G24, ONE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

28300G52 G24, ONE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD (PASGT/RBR)

28300G70 G24, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD BLACK 5855-01-610-5116
TAN     5855-01-610-9312

28300G41 G24, HYBRID SHROUD & LANYARD

-B -TCOLORS:

G41 KIT

G42 KIT
G24, RATCHET STRAP SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

G37 KIT
G24, ONE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

G70 KIT
G24, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD G24, HYBRID SHROUD & LANYARD 

G53 KIT
G24, RATCHET STRAP SHROUD & LANYARD (PASGT/RBR)

G52 KIT
G24, ONE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD (PASGT/RBR)
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NIGHT VISION GOGGLE MOUNT

G24R MOUNT

The G24R rail mount utilizes the same interface found on the 
DPAM/GSGM mounts. Designed to mount onto our new lo-pro 
rail shroud or interface plate, for maximum weight reduction 
and lowest profile.

NIGHT VISION GOGGLE MOUNT

G22 MOUNT

The G22 mount offers all the same benefits as the G24 minus 
the breakaway feature. What sets this mount apart is the 
extended fore/aft bridge. This extension of the bridge allows 
the end user to have more adjustment while wearing protective 
goggles, ballistic shields and gas masks.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28300G22 G22 MOUNT ONLY

-B -TCOLORS:

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                        4.2 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                        3.8” L x 2.4” W x 2.6” H 

INTERNAL POWER SOURCE:                                                                N/A

RUNTIME:                                                                                          N/A 

FORE/AFT TRAVEL:                                                                           1.10”

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:                                                                        .90”

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                          5.6 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                         4.4” L x 2.4” W x 2.6” H 

INTERNAL POWER SOURCE:                                                                 N/A

RUNTIME:                                                                                           N/A 

FORE/AFT TRAVEL:                                                                            1.30”

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:                                                                          .90”

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

62101G03 G24R MOUNT ONLY

-B -TCOLORS:

G19 KIT
G24R, LO-PRO SHROUD & LANYARD 

G70E KIT
G22, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD 

FULL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

G24R MOUNT KITS

FULL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

G22 MOUNT KITS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28300G70E G22, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD

-B -TCOLORS:

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

62100G019 G24R, LO-PRO SHROUD & LANYARD

-B -TCOLORS:

G24R RAIL INTERFACE

G22 MOUNT 

30 % LONGER

G24 MOUNT 
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NIGHT VISION GOGGLE MOUNT

G11 MOUNT

Backed by the Wilcox lifetime warranty, the G11 mount provides 
a secure fit with Wilcox’s complete line of shrouds as well as the 
standard Army shroud. The G11 mount features several points 
of adjustment for proper fit and eye relief, and utilizes a force to 
overcome flip mechanism to stow the NVG when not in use. A 
horn interface provides firm attachment of the AN/PVS-7 and 
AN/PVS-14, with currently fielded AN/PVS-14 arm, to a variety 
of combat helmets. This mount is made out of aerospace grade 
metal and molded polymer. The G11 is type classified and is 
approved for U.S Army use.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Force to overcome flip mechanism

- Maintains a very low profile on the helmet

- Ergonomic adjustments allow for one handed operation

- Compatible with all Wilcox shrouds (except lo-pro)

- Under Contract with U.S ARMY

- Horn interface securely locks NVG into place 

- Backed by Wilcox’s lifetime warranty

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28300G11 G11 MOUNT ONLY

WEIGHT:                                                                                  6.35 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                             4.65” L x 2.58” W x 3.80” H 

INTERNAL POWER SOURCE:                                                           N/A

RUNTIME:                                                                                     N/A 

FORE/AFT TRAVEL:                                                                        1.6”

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:                                                                   .90”

a secure fit with Wilcox’s complete line of shrouds as well as the 
standard Army shroud. The G11 mount features several points 
of adjustment for proper fit and eye relief, and utilizes a force to 
overcome flip mechanism to stow the NVG when not in use. A 

7 and 
14 arm, to a variety 

of combat helmets. This mount is made out of aerospace grade 
metal and molded polymer. The G11 is type classified and is 

-BCOLORS:

FULL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

G11 MOUNT KITS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

56100G19 G11, & ONE-HOLE SHROUD (MICH/ACH) 5855-01-610-8704

56100G20 G11, & ONE-HOLE SHROUD (PASGT/RBR) 5855-01-612-5116

56100G47 G11, RATCHET STRAP SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

56100G48 G11, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD

-BCOLORS:

G19 KIT
G11, & ONE-HOLE SHROUD (MICH/ACH)

G20 KIT
G11, & ONE-HOLE SHROUD (PASGT/RBR)

G19 KIT G20 KIT

G47 KIT
G11, RATCHET STRAP SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

G48 KIT
G11, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD
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NIGHT VISION GOGGLE MOUNT

G21M MOUNT

The advantage of using a full system solution from Wilcox is 
the confidence that the mounting solution is secure. Using a 
Wilcox shroud with the G21M mount is no exception. Offering 
the innovation of a breakaway feature, this mount will break 
away from the base under a stressed condition, thus reducing 
the risk of neck injury to the operator. Backed by a lifetime 
guarantee, the G21M is compatible with the AN/PVS-21 for 
use on MICH/ACH style helmets.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Dovetail shoe interface securely locks NVG’s into place

- Breakaway lever allows mount to break away under stress

- Two way flip mechanism provides a high and low stow

- Several points of adjustment for proper eye relief

- Compatible with all Wilcox shrouds (except lo-pro)

- Designed specifically for the AN/PVS-21 

- Backed by Wilcox’s lifetime warranty

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28300G21M G21M MOUNT ONLY

WEIGHT:                                                                                  6.72 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                             2.75” L x 2.30” W x 3.60” H 

INTERNAL POWER SOURCE:                                                           N/A

RUNTIME:                                                                                     N/A 

FORE/AFT TRAVEL:                                                                      1.44”

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:                                                                   .90”

-B -TCOLORS:

The advantage of using a full system solution from Wilcox is 
the confidence that the mounting solution is secure. Using a 
Wilcox shroud with the G21M mount is no exception. Offering 
the innovation of a breakaway feature, this mount will break 
away from the base under a stressed condition, thus reducing 
the risk of neck injury to the operator. Backed by a lifetime 
guarantee, the G21M is compatible with the AN/PVS-21 for 

SPECIFICATIONS
Dovetail shoe interface securely locks NVG’s into place

Breakaway lever allows mount to break away under stress

Two way flip mechanism provides a high and low stow WEIGHT:                                                                                  

EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED THROUGH:

FULL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

G21M MOUNT KITS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28300G45 G21M, RATCHET STRAP SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

28300G39 G21M, ONE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

28300G21 G21M, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

-B -TCOLORS:

G45 KIT

G21 KIT

G21M, RATCHET STRAP SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

G21M, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

G39 KIT
G21M, ONE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)
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NIGHT VISION GOGGLE MOUNT

G29M MOUNT

Designed specifically for the LUCIE NVG, the G29M Mount 
is compatible with MICH/ACH style helmets. This NVG 
mounting system allows the mount to “break away” from the 
base under a stressed condition, such as when prompted 
by interference during fast roping, maritime operations, 
hard impact or when entering or exiting mobility platforms. 
Without the Wilcox breakaway feature, the potential for 
induced neck injury and NVG breakage are increased. The 
G29M is also backed by the Wilcox Lifetime Guarantee.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Dovetail shoe interface securely locks NVG’s into place

- Breakaway lever allows mount to break away under stress

- Flip mechanism allows NVG to be stowed while not in use

- Several points of adjustment for proper eye relief

- Compatible with all Wilcox shrouds (except lo-pro)

- Designed specifically for the LUCIE NVG 

- Backed by Wilcox’s lifetime warranty

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28300G29M G29M MOUNT ONLY

WEIGHT:                                                                                  6.72 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                             3.95” L x 2.50” W x 3.10” H 

INTERNAL POWER SOURCE:                                                           N/A

RUNTIME:                                                                                     N/A 

FORE/AFT TRAVEL:                                                                        .90”

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:                                                                   .90”

-B -TCOLORS:

Designed specifically for the LUCIE NVG, the G29M Mount 
is compatible with MICH/ACH style helmets. This NVG 
mounting system allows the mount to “break away” from the 
base under a stressed condition, such as when prompted 
by interference during fast roping, maritime operations, 
hard impact or when entering or exiting mobility platforms. 
Without the Wilcox breakaway feature, the potential for 
induced neck injury and NVG breakage are increased. The 

FULL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

G29M MOUNT KITS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28300G46 G29M, RATCHET STRAP SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

28300G30 G29M, ONE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

28300G29 G29M, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

-B -TCOLORS:

G46 KIT

G29 KIT

G29M, RATCHET STRAP SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

G29M, THREE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)

G30 KIT
G29M, ONE-HOLE SHROUD & LANYARD (MICH/ACH)
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FIXED NIGHT VISION GOGGLE MOUNT

G30 MOUNT

The Wilcox G30 Helmet Mount with Lanyard is a permanently 
fixed mount that securely locks the NVG onto any helmet 
drilled with a standard three-hole configuration. The G30 
mount provides all the same features as the G24 (except 
breakaway) with several adjustment points to create a 
precise fit and allows the operator to flip the NVG’s out of 
the way when not being used. The G30 utilizes Wilcox’s 
three-hole bracket.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Dovetail shoe interface securely locks NVG’s into place

- Lightweight/low profile three hole fixed bracket shroud

- Flip mechanism allows NVG to be stowed while not in use

- Several points of adjustment for proper eye relief

- Compatible with three-hole drilled helmets

- Maintains a very low profile on the helmet 

- Backed by Wilcox’s lifetime warranty

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28300G30 G30 MOUNT WITH FIXED THREE-HOLE BRACKET SHROUD & LANYARD BLACK 5855-01-593-6418
TAN     5855-01-593-6413

WEIGHT:                                                                                  6.35 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                             4.65” L x 2.58” W x 3.80” H 

INTERNAL POWER SOURCE:                                                           N/A

RUNTIME:                                                                                     N/A 

FORE/AFT TRAVEL:                                                                      1.10”

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:                                                                   .90”

-B -TCOLORS:

FIXED NIGHT VISION GOGGLE MOUNT

G66 MOUNT

The Wilcox G66 Helmet Mount with Lanyard is a permanently 
fixed mount that securely locks the NVG onto any helmet 
drilled with a standard three-hole configuration. The G66 
mount provides all the same features as the G30 with the 
addition of an extended fore/aft bridge. This extension of 
the bridge allows the end user to have more adjustment while 
wearing protective goggles, ballistic shields and gas masks.

SPECIFICATIONSFEATURES & BENEFITS

- Dovetail shoe interface securely locks NVG’s into place

- Lightweight/low profile three hole fixed bracket shroud

- Flip mechanism allows NVG to be stowed while not in use

- Several points of adjustment for proper eye relief

- Compatible with three-hole drilled helmets

- Extended bridge for goggles, ballistic shields and gas masks 

- Backed by Wilcox’s lifetime warranty

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

28300G66 G66 MOUNT WITH FIXED THREE-HOLE BRACKET SHROUD & LANYARD

WEIGHT:                                                                                  6.45 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                             4.75” L x 2.58” W x 3.80” H 

INTERNAL POWER SOURCE:                                                           N/A

RUNTIME:                                                                                     N/A 

FORE/AFT TRAVEL:                                                                      1.30”

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT:                                                                   .90”

-B -TCOLORS:

MODULAR BY DESIGN 52

G66 MOUNT 

G30 MOUNT 

30 % LONGER
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BINOCULAR BRIDGE SYSTEM

AN/PVS-14 BRIDGE

The AN/PVS-14 binocular bridge provides versatility allowing 
the end user to wear a PVS-14 as a monocular or add a 
second PVS-14 or a SkeetIR®x thermal for binocular needs. 
Offered in a dovetail shoe or horn interface (sold separately), 
the PVS-14 binocular bridge fits securely into our G24 or G11 
mount allowing the binocular configuration to be positioned 
into operational, high ready and stowed positions, the same 
as in a monocular configuration.

BINOCULAR OR MONOCULAR CONFIGURABLE

HORN INTERFACE ADAPTER

Offered in a dovetail shoe or horn interface (sold separately), 
14 binocular bridge fits securely into our G24 or G11 

mount allowing the binocular configuration to be positioned 

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                  7.37 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                    4.5” L x 1.3” W x 2.1”H

INTERFACE:       DOVETAIL OR HORN (HORN INTERFACE SOLD SEPARATELY)

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

61300G16 AN/PVS-14 BRIDGE WITH DOVETAIL INTERFACE

61301G02 HORN INTERFACE ADAPTER

-BCOLORS:

HORN INTERFACE ADAPTER NVG(s) FOLD FLAT WHEN STOWED

MODULAR BY DESIGN™ 54

BINOCULAR BRIDGE SYSTEM

SKEETIR®x BRIDGE

The SKEETIRx binocular bridge allows the use of one or two BAE 
SKEETIRx devices as either a monocular or binocular. The bridge flips up 
allowing the operator to stow the thermal or NVG flat against the helmet.

BINOCULAR OR MONOCULAR 
CONFIGURABLE

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                        6.08 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                         4.5” L x 1.3” W x 2.1” H 

INTERFACE:                                                                   DOVETAIL OR HORN

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

61300G06  SKEETIRx BRIDGE WITH DOVETAIL & HORN INTERFACE

-BCOLORS:

BINOCULAR BRIDGE SYSTEM

MUM-14 BRIDGE
BINOCULAR OR MONOCULAR 

CONFIGURABLE

The MUM-14 Binocular Bridge offers the operator the versatility 
of running just one, or two MUM-14 NVG(s) The bridge flips up 
allowing the operator to stow the thermal or NVG flat against the helmet.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                          4.7 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                           3.5” L x 2.12” W x .76” 

INTERFACE:                                                                                DOVETAIL

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

61300G05 MUM-14 BRIDGE WITH DOVETAIL INTERFACE

-BCOLORS:

BINOCULAR BRIDGE SYSTEM

MINI N-SEAS BRIDGE
BINOCULAR OR MONOCULAR 

CONFIGURABLE

The Mini N-SEAS Binocular Bridge offers the operator the 
versatility of running just one, or two Mini N-SEAS NVG(s). two 
magnet arms power off the NVG(s) when pivoted out of sight.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                        5.64 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                             4.4” L x 2.7” W x 1.1” 

INTERFACE:                                                                                DOVETAIL

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

61300G02 MINI N-SEAS BRIDGE WITH DOVETAIL INTERFACE

-BCOLORS:
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FILTER COVER/PROTECTIVE LENS ASSEMBLIES

NVG LENS COVERS

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

34000G03 FILTER COVER FOR AN/PVS-7/14/15/18/23 (5050)/31/BNVD/MUM           
34000G04 FILTER COVER  FOR AVS-6/9 (F4949)           
56400G04 PROTECTIVE LENS FOR AN/PVS-14           
56400G01 PROTECTIVE LENS FOR AN/PVS-15/18
56400G02 AN/PVS-15/18 ASSEMBLY KIT           
56400G03 REPLACEMENT LENS KIT FOR AN/PVS-14/15/18

FILTER COVER

MONOCULAR ARM SYSTEM

AN/PVS-14 ARM

The PVS-14 arm offers left and right eye capability, providing 
a solid mounting platform and several adjustment points for a 
precise fit. Utilizing the same dovetail shoe interface as seen on 
our weapon flip mounts, this arm transitions seamlessly from 
helmet to weapon. helmet to weapon. 

LEFT OR RIGHT EYE 
CONFIGURABLE

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                    4.8 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                    3.2” L x 2.7” W x 2.1”H

INTERFACE:                                                             DOVETAIL OR HORN

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

61300G13 AN/PVS-14 ARM WITH DOVETAIL INTERFACE

61300G14 AN/PVS-14 ARM WITH HORN INTERFACE

61313G01 AN/PVS-14 AUTO OFF SHOE ONLY

-BCOLORS:

PROTECTIVE LENS
ASSEMBLY

REPLACEMENT LENS 
INSERT KIT (x 6)

AN/PVS-15/18 ASSEMBLY KITAN/PVS-15/18 ASSEMBLY KIT

NVG RETENTION SYSTEMS

NVG LANYARD KITS

NVG INTERFACES

NVG SHOE INTERFACES

BNVD 
SHOE

AN/PVS-21 
SHOE

AN/PVS-18/18A 
SHOE

AN/PVS- 7B 
SHOE

AN/PVS-15/15A 
SHOE

AN/PVS-31 
SHOE

THREE-HOLE 
SHROUD LANYARD

U.S. ARMY 
SHROUD LANYARD

RATCHET STRAP 
SHROUD LANYARD

THREE-HOLE 
BRACKET LANYARD

ONE-HOLE 
SHROUD LANYARD

RATCHET STRAP U.S. ARMY THREE HOLE THREE-HOLE ONE-HOLE 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

14001G01 AN/PVS-18/18A SHOE           5855-01-566-6412
14003G01 AN/PVS-15/15A SHOE           5855-01-566-7436
14004G01 AN/PVS-7B SHOE           5855-01-566-6772
51700G01 BNVD SHOE
14002G01 AN/PVS-21 SHOE           5855-01-566-6732
14012G01 AN/PVS-31 SHOE

AN/PVS 18/18A AN/PVS 15/15A BNVD AN/PVS  7B AN/PVS 21 AN/PVS 31 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

41400G02 RATCHET STRAP LANYARD BLACK 5855-01-566-7434
TAN     5855-01-566-7423 

41400G03 U.S. ARMY LANYARD            5855-01-566-7444
41400G08 THREE-HOLE / HYBRID LANYARD

41400G01 THREE-HOLE BRACKET LANYARD BLACK 5855-01-566-7429
TAN     5855-01-566-7431

56100G07   ONE-HOLE LANYARD BLACK 5855-01-593-6403
TAN     5855-01-593-6401

-B -TCOLORS: -G -F

-BCOLORS:
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HYBRID LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Hybrid life support is revolutionary technology that enables the end user to more effectively and efficiently do their job. 

Historically, operators would need more than one system and several sets of fittings and other equipment to achieve the four 
breathing configurations offered by the SCOTT® Hybrid PATRIOT  5510™ Life Support System. The new SCOTT Hybrid PATRIOT 
5510 gives you all the features you enjoy with the original PATRIOT unit – SAR, APR, PAPR and SCBA all in one unit and the 
ability to change between configurations with the turn of a dial, no additional fittings or part changes required. In addition to 
these features the new SCOTT Hybrid PATRIOT 5510 offers state-of-the-art monitoring capabilities and largest bottle size on 
the market which enables the user to stay on target longer. The increased capabilities with the use of software from Blueforce  
Development as well as equipment capacity enables the user to make superior decisions, increase operational tempo, and 
overall enhance life safety. The SCOTT Hybrid PATRIOT 5510 has always, and continues to be, the pioneer in CBRN protection 
and technology.

MODULAR BY DESIGN™

PHONE: 603.431.1331
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HIGH PERFORMANCE PROTECTION

Developed in response to exacting customer feedback, the 
Hybrid Patriot 5510 has been designed to maximize operator 
time on target while at the same time increase comfort, improve 
ease of movement and significantly reducing operator fatigue. 

The Hybrid Patriot 5510 is equipped for CBRN environments 
via specialized materials and design. The system uses high 
performance, reliable pneumatics which provide low breathing 
resistance and excellent dynamic performance. Integrated 
APR/PAPR modes further enhance operational capability in 
providing reduced breathing resistance options via two Cap1 
filters, the latter being located behind waterproof covers on the 
central chassis.

Furthermore tactile low pressure and power alarms provide 
covert signaling of breathable air and battery power respectively. 
Advanced on-board electronics feature improved real time 
monitoring capabilities including cylinder pressure (PSI/Bar), 
battery, respiratory protection mode, as well as end user 
location and other sensor telemetry. This information can be 
shared amongst deployed teams and their command using 
mobile devices or tablets.

For over 75 years Scott Safety’s innovative and customer led 
product evolution has enabled their range of breathing apparatus
to adapt, respond and predict the ever changing needs of users
across the globe. Designed in partnership with Wilcox Industries,
the Hybrid Patriot 5510™ provides an all-in-one holistic solution 
to respiratory protection allowing the user to adjust to conditions 
on the fly, minimizing equipment configuration and maximizing 
time on target. Hybrid Patriot 5510 represents the next 
generation in high end tactical respirator protection capability 
and includes Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) mode, 
Powered Air Purifying Respirator (PAPR) mode, Air Purifying 
Respirator (APR) mode, and Supplied Airline (SAR) mode. 

RANGE OF SPECIFICATIONS

The Hybrid Patriot 5510 is a holistic respiratory solution to meet 
any mission profile with the exclusive BlueForce tactical situational 
awareness software package included. Other features include:

- Integrated SCBA/PAPR/APR/SAR

- Integrated VIP extraction/RIT capability

- Integrated breaching torch accessory with Hellboy handle

- FRR respirator that delivers the highest protection factors
  available on the market with unparalleled comfort, moisture
  removal and rapid re-hydration capability

- 30 minute duration in 5500psi/379bar air cylinders

- Modular backpack for 60min or 30min configurations

THE NEW HYBRID SOLUTION

HIGH PERFORMANCE PROTECTION

Developed in response to exacting customer feedback, the 
Hybrid Patriot 5510 has been designed to maximize operator 
time on target while at the same time increase comfort, improve 
ease of movement and significantly reducing operator fatigue. 

The Hybrid Patriot 5510 is equipped for CBRN environments 
via specialized materials and design. The system uses high 
performance, reliable pneumatics which provide low breathing 
resistance and excellent dynamic performance. Integrated 
APR/PAPR modes further enhance operational capability in 
providing reduced breathing resistance options via two Cap1 
filters, the latter being located behind waterproof covers on the 
central chassis.

Furthermore tactile low pressure and power alarms provide 
covert signaling of breathable air and battery power respectively. 
Advanced on
monitoring capabilities including cylinder pressure (PSI/Bar), 
battery, respiratory protection mode, as well as end user 
location and other sensor telemetry. This information can be 
shared amongst deployed teams and their command using 
mobile devices or tablets.

For over 75 years Scott Safety’s innovative and customer led 
product evolution has enabled their range of breathing apparatus
to adapt, respond and predict the ever changing needs of users
across the globe. Designed in partnership with Wilcox Industries,
the Hybrid Patriot 5510
to respiratory protection allowing the user to adjust to conditions 
on the fly, minimizing equipment configuration and maximizing 
time on target. Hybrid Patriot 5510 represents the next 
generation in high end tactical respirator protection capability 
and includes Self
Powered Air Purifying Respirator (PAPR) mode, Air Purifying 
Respirator (APR) mode, and Supplied Airline (SAR) mode. 

RANGE OF SPECIFICATIONS

The Hybrid Patriot 5510 is a holistic respiratory solution to meet 
any mission profile with the exclusive BlueForce tactical situational 
awareness software package included. Other features include:

- Integrated SCBA/PAPR/APR/SAR

- Integrated VIP extraction/RIT capability

- Integrated breaching torch accessory with Hellboy handle

- FRR respirator that delivers the highest protection factors
  available on the market with unparalleled comfort, moisture
  removal and rapid re
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Blueforce Tactical (BTAC) is a mobile software application that enables the rapid formation of tactical teams and facilitates information 
sharing amongst team members using Android or iOS devices brought to the tactical environment. The software enables shared 
situational awareness and extended presence of people, sensors, and services; and it provides secure information exchange 
between them using standard cellular, 3G/4G/LTE, FirstNet, WIFI, WiMAX, satellite, mesh, and/or mobile ad-hoc networks. 

Blueforce’s Extended Presence Protocol fuses geo-location, interior network location, health, and body-worn/person carried 
sensor data into a presence heartbeat that is light on the network, yet provides shared tactical awareness as to where your 
people are and what’s going on around them. BTAC provides a software plug-in interface for integration of a multitude of sensor 
types. The Scott Hybrid Patriot 5510 plugin enables users to monitor the status of their Hybrid Patriot 5510 and receive vibrate 
and tones when parameters like battery and PSI move outside of acceptable ranges. Teammates may monitor each other 
providing a mission critical solution for life safety and operational efficiency for team members and commanders. 

APPLICATION AREAS

BlueForce Tactical is suitable for a wide range of in the 
field applications, not limited to:

- Special Operations/SWAT

- Specialist Military and Law Enforcement teams

- Civil Support/CBRN/HAZMAT

- EOD and Bomb Teams

- Technical Rescue/SAR

AUTONOMOUS MONITORING

Blueforce M2M Cloud Service software provides autonomous 
(unmanned) monitoring of deployed BTAC and Hybrid Patriot 
5510™ users and provides:

- Panic and/or Offline Monitoring

- Geofence Monitoring

- Diagnostic collection of Hybrid Patriot 5510 data for
  maintenance and/or after-action

- Comprehensive notification framework to include SMS,
  email, and workflow messaging services.

COMMAND AND CONTROL

Blueforce Web Command Center provides attended
monitoring of deployed BTAC and Hybrid Patriot 5510
users and provides:

- Real-time and historical tracking of subscribed BTAC users.

- Real-time monitoring and notification of Hybrid Patriot
  5510 sensor warnings and sensor alarms.

- Secure text chat and “listen live”.

- Charting of Hybrid Patriot 5510 historical data.

- Accelerometer, gyroscope, and monitoring of battery status  
  of any subscribed BTAC endpoint.

SECURITY

Blueforce Tactical for mobile is built on a FIPS 140-2
cryptographic provider and provides the following:

- AES-256 encryption for at rest data; X.509 V3 and/or
  SASL authentication support along with LDAP/AD directory  
  services

- AES 256-bit TLS for data link session encryption

- Content Access Controls: End user may limit what data is
  sent and to which subscribed endpoint.

ONBOARD ELECTRONICS AND SOFTWARE
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CBRN HYBRID LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM

HYBRID PATRIOT 5510™

- Breacher’s Kit: Exothermic Cutting Torch

- Rescue Kit: 5500 PSI (379 Bar)

- CBRN Dual-Mode Apparatus BS 8468-5:2011 certified

- Dual 5500 PSI (379 Bar) Cylinder (60 minutes of SCBA air)

- Battery Speed Loader (AA or CR123 battery compatible)

- Ergonomically Balanced Lightweight Backpack Carrying System

- First Responder Respirator (FRR) Gas Mask

- 2 Scott CBRN Cap1 Filters

- Improved Monitoring Capability

- Revolutionary Power Supply System

- Configurable for Subterranean CONOPS

- Low Pressure SAR Line Connection

- Situational Awareness Electronics Package

FEATURES & BENEFITS

OPTIONAL FEATURES

 Ergonomically Balanced Lightweight Backpack Carrying System

In partnership with SCOTT® Safety and Blueforce®, Wilcox is 
proud to design and manufacture this state-of-the-art life support 
system. With exclusive 5500 psi bottles and an unprecedented 
10 year warranty, the Hybrid PATRIOT 5510 offers responders 
four breathing modes – SCBA, PAPR, APR, and SAR. The  Hybrid 
PATRIOT 5510 is the next generation in hybrid life support systems 
offering innovative electronics, equipped for CBRN environments, 
improved monitoring capability, revolutionary power supply 
system, and world class breaching/cutting torch options.  

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

SCOTT® Safety
Product Manager
Phone: 703-250-0045
Email: wfhesse@tycoint.com
www.scottsafety.com 

EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED THROUGH:

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

8004659 HYBRID PATRIOT 5510 - 5500 PSI - SINGLE AIR
8004660 HYBRID PATRIOT 5510 - 379 BAR - SINGLE AIR
8004638 BATTERY SPEED LOADER CR123
8004639 FRR MASK INTERFACE
8004615 ASSEMBLY - DECON FILTER ADAPTER
8004641 CYLINDER - PATRIOT 5510 RESCUE 5500 PSI
8004643 CYLINDER - PATRIOT 5510 RESCUE 379 BAR
8004642 CYLINDER - PATRIOT 5510 5500 PSI
8004644 CYLINDER - PATRIOT 5510 379 BAR
8004616 RESCUE WHIP
8004657 TORCH - PATRIOT 5510 3000 PSI
8004658 TORCH - PATRIOT 5510 200 BAR
8004665 COVER - PATRIOT 5510
8004617 CHARGING ADAPTER - 379 BAR
8004618 CHARGING ADAPTER - CGA347
8004619 CONTAINER - WITH FOAM INSERTS SCOTT PATRIOT 5510 STORAGE
8004810 40MM DINN ADAPTER
8004620 5510 BACKPACK EXTENSION KIT

RESPONDER I CONFIGURATION RESPONDER II CONFIGURATION RESPONDER III CONFIGURATION

- Single 5500 PSI or 379 bar cylinder  
  Rescue Cylinder (30 min) with integrated 
  first stage regulator

- Emergency Breathing Support System
  (EBSS)

- Battery Speed Loader

- Chemically Hardened Chassis

- Adjustable Lightweight Backpack 
  Carrying System

- 2 SCOTT CBRN CAP 1 Filters

- SCOTT FRR Gas Mask

- Single 5500 PSI or 379 bar cylinder
  [capable of providing 30 minutes of SCBA air]

- Single 5500 PSI or 379 bar cylinder
  Rescue Cylinder (30 min) with integrated
  first stage regulator

- Emergency Breathing Support System
  (EBSS)

- Battery Speed Loader

- Chemically Hardened Chassis

- Adjustable Lightweight Backpack
  Carrying System

- 2 SCOTT CBRN CAP 1 Filters

- SCOTT FRR Gas Mask

- Single 5500 PSI or 379 bar cylinder
  [capable of providing 30 minutes of SCBA air]

- Single 3000 PSI Oxygen cylinder with
  Hellboy™ exothermic cutting torch (sold
  separately)

- Emergency Breathing Support System
 (EBSS)

- Battery Speed Loader

- Chemically Hardened Chassis

- Adjustable Lightweight Backpack
  Carrying System

- 2 SCOTT CBRN CAP 1 Filters

- SCOTT FRR Gas Mask

AVAILABLE CONFIGURATIONS
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EXOTHERMIC BREACHING TORCH

CUTTING TORCHES

Does your mission require breaching? Our Cutting Torch system is light 
weight, low profile and scalable to meet your mission requirements.  
Using fuel rods promoted by pure oxygen, our system will quickly get 
you through what stands in your way when other breaching methods 
aren’t suitable for technical or tactical reasons. Our torch systems are 
available in 113ci and 233ci CGA bottles. The HELLBOY™ exothermic 
cutting torch handle sets our system apart. The O2 flow wheel is 
easily controlled by the operator’s thumb, allowing for nimble changes 
of air flow. The quick change collet adjusts for different size fuel rods 
without removing the head enabling you to stay on target longer.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

40400G18 113 CI CUTTING TORCH ASSEMBLY (CYLINDER, BACK PACK,HOSE & HANDLE)

40400G19 233 CI CUTTING TORCH ASSEMBLY (CYLINDER, BACK PACK,HOSE & HANDLE)

40400G20 113 CI CUTTING TORCH KIT WITH CHARGING WHIP (ASSEMBLY PLUS RODS & STRIKER CABLE)

40400G21 233 CI CUTTING TORCH KIT WITH CHARGING WHIP (ASSEMBLY PLUS RODS & STRIKER CABLE)

40400G22 233 CI  QUICK RESPONSE CUTTING TORCH KIT (ASSEMBLY PLUS RODS & STRIKER CABLE)

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Lightweight/portable design provides ease of carry & deployment

- Cylinder flow valve allows quick on/off & adjustment of O2

- Pressure indicator displays remaining cylinder pressure

- Quick connect fittings on cylinder, hose & handle

- CGA charging port is quickly accessible for O2 charging

- Cuts through a variety of obstacles enhancing breaching capability

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: (113ci/233ci)                                                144 oz / 192 oz

DIMENSIONS: (113ci/233ci)       4.5” in. DIA x 19” H / 5.0” DIA x 22.5” H 

CAPACITY @ 3,000 PSI: (113ci/233ci)             13.1 cu. ft. / 27.5 cu. ft.

233ci ASSEMBLY

113ci ASSEMBLY

For your fortified and very difficult entry scenarios the O2 Exothermic 
Torch Supply System is the workhorse that will get you where you need 
to go. With twin 550ci cylinders protected by a portable ultra-high 
impact co-polymer case this system serves as an excellent exothermic 
training device due to the amount of oxygen being supplied and its dual 
whip configuration. The recharging and operational controls remain the 
same as our other torching systems and the system is designed to be 
rolled or transported into place.

SPECIFICATIONS

EXOTHERMIC BREACHING TORCH

OXYGEN SUPPLY SYSTEM

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

41100G02 OXYGEN SUPPLY SYSTEM WITH  50’ HOSE AND HELLBOY HANDLE

-BCOLORS:

WEIGHT (WITH OXYGEN):                                                               1,184 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                   20.6” L x 12.5” W x 31.6” H

CYLINDER VOLUME:                                                                 1,100 cu. in.

CAPACITY @ 3,000 PSI:                                                              130 cu. ft.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Trigger mechanism provides ergonomic grip

- Safety lock prevents accidental ignition when stowed or dropped

- On the fly thumb-wheel provides fine adjustment of O2 flow

- Quick connect with dust cap securely attaches to hose assembly

- Quick change collet accepts multiple sizes of fuel rods

The Hellboy exothermic cutting torch handle sets our system apart. 
With the O2 flow control wheel is easily controlled by the operator’s 
thumb, allowing for nimble changes of air flow. The quick change collet 
adjusts for different size fuel rods without removing the head enabling 
you to stay on target longer. The handle also features a trigger safety 
lock that prevents unintended operation of the system. Made of heat 
resistant polycarbonate, the Hellboy™ Torch Handle stands up to the 
high temperatures generated with exothermic torching.

EXOTHERMIC BREACHING TORCH HANDLE

HELLBOY™ TORCH HANDLE

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT:                                                                                  19.2 oz

DIMENSIONS:                                                                              7.0” L

ROD COMPATIBILITY:                                                          1/4” & 3/8”

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

54001G03 HELLBOY TORCH HANDLE

-BCOLORS:

3/8” FUEL ROD

1/4” FUEL ROD

ACCEPTS:

“ON THE FLY” O2 FLOW
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TORCH ACCESSORIES

O2 PRESSURE GAUGETRANS-FILL CGA540 O2 8’ HOSE QUICK CONNECT HOSE ASSEMBLY

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

40401P11 113 CI CARRYING CASE
21200P13 233 CI BACKPACK
21200P14 FUEL ROD QUIVER

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

F1718  TWELVE (12) 1/4” FUEL RODS 
F1719  TWELVE (12) 3/8” FUEL RODS
40401G24 CUTTING TORCH STRIKER CABLE

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION NSN NUMBER

40008G01 OXYGEN PRESSURE GAUGE
40401G03 52” QUICK CONNECT HOSE ASSEMBLY
40401G10 60” QUICK CONNECT HOSE ASSEMBLY
40401G11 120” QUICK CONNECT HOSE ASSEMBLY

BACKPACKS, RODS, STRIKERS, GAUGES & HOSES

113ci CARRYING BAG 233ci BACKPACK FUEL ROD QUIVER

1/4” FUEL RODS 3/8” FUEL RODS1/4” FUEL RODS 3/8” FUEL RODS

O2 PRESSURE GAUGE

CUTTING TORCH STRIKER CABLECUTTING TORCH STRIKER CABLE

QUICK CONNECT HOSE ASSEMBLYTRANS FILL CGA540 O2 8’ HOSE

MODULAR BY DESIGN™

PHONE: 603.431.1331

WARRANTY INFORMATION 

©2017 Wilcox Industries Corp. All rights reserved. Printed in USA. U.S. and foreign patents 
pending. WILCOX® is a Registered Trademark of Wilcox Industries Corp. RAID™ , BOSS-300™, 
RAPTAR™, RAPTAR-S™, RAPTAR-LITE™, RAAM™ UGL FCS™, WVD™ , DEUS™ , DEUS-R™ , 
AERONOX™ DPAM™, GSGM™, SKULL LOCK™, HELLBOY™, THERMAL REFLEX SIGHT™, CAM-
LOCK™, CAM MOUNTING SYSTEM™, HYBRID PATRIOT 5510™ , Modular by Design™, and 
MOUNT UP™ are all trademarks of Wilcox Industries Corp. Specifications subject to change 
without notice. All other Trademarks and Registered Trademarks are properties of their 
respective companies. This brochure does not constitute an offer or commitment to sell. 
Specifications and other data are subject to change without notice.

YOUR JOB DEMANDS ONLY THE BEST
PERFORMING KIT. OUR JOB IS TO KEEP
IT THAT WAY.

Wilcox honors a “No-Hassle” lifetime warranty on all of our non-powered NVG 
mounts, and a one year warranty on electrical for powered NVG mounts, NVG 
shrouds, lanyards, and filter cover assemblies. All other products have a one year 
warranty, special exceptions may apply. Contact Wilcox customer service for more 
information on our integrated logistics support package and extended warranties.

Wilcox Industries Corp. must be contacted to assign a Return Material Authorization 
(RMA) Number prior to return shipment.

To expedite return, repair, and/or replacement of the item purchased under a 
military contract, Wilcox Industries Corp. will accept any package at the address 
below, clearly marked:

Wilcox Industries Corp.
RMA #_________
1 Wilcox Way
Newington, NH 03801
603-431-1331

Please be sure to retain your packing list as proof of delivery date when making a 
warranty claim. If proof of delivery acceptance is not available, the warranty period 
shall start from the date of manufacture laser engraved on the item. Warranty is 
void if date of manufacture is defaced.

Items should be securely packaged, accompanied by a letter including sender’s 
name. address, daytime phone number, date of purchase, date of manufacture, lot 
number and a description of the problem or work to be performed. 

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
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Export of these products is regulated by the U.S. Department of State in accordance with the guidelines of the International Traffic Arms Regulation (ITAR) per Title 22, Code of Federal Regulation, Parts 121-128. 

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS:

ONE WILCOX WAY
NEWINGTON, NH 03801 USA

603-431-1331 FAX: 603-431-1221

AUSTRALIA FACILITY:

WILCOX INDUSTRIES PTY LTD - AUSTRALIA 
11 PELSON COURT,

DANDENONG SOUTH, VICTORIA,  AUSTRALIA 3175
1-300-945-269

TURKEY FACILITY:

WILCOX INDUSTRIES LTD - TURKEY
BÜYÜKDERE CADDESI KALESERAMIK BINASI

LEVENT ÍSTANBUL 34330 TURKEY
+90 212 371 5200
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